Lufthansa Systems FlightNav Inc., part of Lufthansa Group, provides navigation data and produces aeronautical charts and innovative navigation applications to support the flight operations of more than 200 airlines worldwide. The company is located in Glattbrugg ZH, Switzerland, close to the Zurich airport and currently employs over 180 staff members.

**Software Developer C++**

Do you enjoy working in an agile, multi-cultural and international environment and possess excellent C++ skills? Then join our aeronautical SCRUM team! As part of a virtual team spread across the USA and Switzerland you will work on a cross-platform render library for our high-quality digital products. Direct contact with the product owners and the host application teams in Zurich will allow you to see your library working in the final products which will be released to the market.

**Your responsibilities:**

- Develop cross-platform graphical applications (iOS, Windows) within an aeronautical environment
- Develop concepts and realize components in mobile solutions, workstations & web
- Act as a team member in an international SCRUM project
- Cooperate with different development locations

**Your profile:**

- Academic degree in computer science
- Sound work experience with agile development methodologies
- Experience in cross-platform system development with C++ and Open GL
- Know-how in Windows application development with C#, WPF and Java is beneficial
- Know-how in iOS application development with Objective-C and Swift is beneficial
- Experience in application design and SOA is beneficial
- Highly proficient in spoken and written English
- Team player with strong communication skills and an independent working style

Please apply via our career portal: [Software Developer C++]